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Abstract

anomalies [8]. This is because a request has a performance
anomaly only with respect to other requests.

Performance issues in cloud systems are hard to debug.
Distributed tracing is a widely adopted approach that gives
engineers visibility into cloud systems. Existing trace analysis approaches focus on debugging single request correctness issues but not debugging single request performance
issues. Diagnosing a performance issue in a given request
requires comparing the performance of the offending request with the aggregate performance of typical requests.
Effective and efficient debugging of such issues faces three
challenges: (i) identifying the correct aggregate data for
diagnosis; (ii) visualizing the aggregated data; and (iii)
efficiently collecting, storing, and processing trace data.
We present TraVista, a tool designed for debugging performance issues in a single trace that addresses these challenges. TraVista extends the popular single trace Gantt
chart visualization with three types of aggregate data metric, temporal, and structure data, to contextualize the
performance of the offending trace across all traces.
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Aggregate analysis of tracing data has been successfully
used for accomplishing specific tasks where the relevant
aggregate analysis task is known a priori. For example,
modeling workloads and resource usage [3, 4, 20, 26], and
outlier detection [2, 15, 28]. However, diagnosis of performance issues requires general purpose aggregation of trace
data as a user must evaluate different hypotheses for the
root cause of the issue, with each hypothesis potentially
requiring a different form of trace aggregation.
Such general purpose aggregation for effective performance debugging is non-trivial for three reasons: (i) the
aggregate data required is not known a priori; (ii) designing
a visualization tool that effectively supports exploration
of complex traces is non-trivial; and (iii) designing an
efficient backend for collecting, storing, and processing
trace data is hard. Existing trace analysis systems, like
Canopy [13] have focused primarily on the third challenge
and now can efficiently process billions of traces per day.
However, analysis of this data for performance debugging
requires a user to sift through this large amount of data.
This requires building efficient visualization tools that can
support general purpose aggregate queries. This problem
is conceptually and computationally intractable without
having any a priori knowledge about the kind of queries a
user might perform. To this effect, existing visualization
tools take a simple approach by only showing graphs of
high level metrics. However, this approach is not sufficient
for performance debugging as that requires jointly considering aggregate data across the temporal, structural, and
metric dimension of the traces.

Introduction

Prevalent cloud system designs, like microservices and
serverless, increase the complexity of systems by spreading the execution of a request across many machines. This
impedes the operators from diagnosing performance problems, as it requires deducing root causes from distributed
symptoms [5,19]. Distributed tracing is as an effective way
to gain visibility across distributed systems [10, 18, 19].
Distributed tracing frameworks, like OpenTelemetry [7],
Jaeger [12], and Zipkin [27], are used by most major internet companies [6, 13, 24].
Distributed tracing tools arose out of a need to understand the behavior of individual requests: identifying the
services invoked, diagnosing problematic requests, and
debugging correctness issues [9, 10, 24]. Thus, the user
interfaces and visualizations in distributed tracing tools
center on providing an in-depth view into the execution
of a single request. Diagnosing system-wide cloud performance issues remains a human-driven task [5] as requests
must be aggregated and compared to explain performance

To addresses these challenges, we present our initial
work on TraVista: a tool for distributed traces designed
for diagnosing performance issues. TraVista builds on the
prevalent approach of visualizing a single request by augmenting this view with information to aid the user in contextualizing the performance of one request with respect
to other requests. TraVista constrains the possible aggregations to those that are relevant to spans, events, and relation1

shot from Jaeger [12]. Jaeger provides a minimal trace
visualization: time is represented on the x-axis, each task
is represented as a single lane, and the length of the lane
encodes the task’s duration. X-Trace [10] extends this by
superimposing events on task lanes using the event’s timestamp as its x-axis position. The visualization also connects
events with edges to show the recorded happened-before relationships [16]. Both visualizations help users understand
how a request executes in the system, and for debugging
errors in a request.

2.1

Figure 1: Gantt chart visualization from Jaeger [12].

ships present in the trace, instead of considering all possible
aggregations across all traces. Thus, TraVista builds on the
established Gantt chart visualization of a single trace as
it provides a familiar starting point to distributed tracing
users and narrows the scope of aggregation information to
three kinds: metric, temporal, and structural aggregation.
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Aggregate Analysis Challenges

We define aggregate analysis as analysis of data collected
and aggregated from a set of traces to answer questions
about the state, health, and properties of the distributed
system being traced. These questions can be high-level:
“Is the system running correctly?”, or narrowly focused:
“Why did a trace have such high latency?”. We identify
three key challenges of building aggregate analysis tools
for tracing data.
Choosing Aggregate Data Traces are richly annotated graph-structured data and it is not obvious which
dimensions or subset of the data is relevant for finding the
root cause of performance anomalies. Pintrace [14], the distributed tracing system at Pinterest, uses aggregate analysis
to compare two different groups of traces to narrow down
the root cause of an error. However, the granularity here is
coarse as the comparison is only performed on the distribution of latencies of the traces in each group. This is only
useful for identifying high-level trends. Early work on trace
comparison similarly compared latency distributions, but
required traces to be structurally isomorphic [22,23]; this is
rare in practice as most traces are structurally unique [17].
Visualizing the data Building an effective visualization tool is difficult, especially for high-dimensional data
such as trace data. It is not obvious how to present the
data to developers for effective analysis or debugging. The
Gantt chart visualization is prevalent for visualizing a single request [12,25]. However, the main drawback of a Gantt
chart is its focus on individual requests [25]. It provides no
context for whether the trace represents normal or outlier
behavior – a feature intrinsically dependent on other traces.
This lack of context makes Gantt charts difficult to use for
aggregate analyses. Recent work at Uber [8] compares the
structure of incoming traces with a “good” set of traces to
find “bad” traces, and then visualizes their difference as a
directed graph. Canopy [13] can generate simple graphs of
derived metrics from traces. However, none of the existing
tools jointly visualize aggregate structural, metric, and temporal data. Designing effective visualizations for aggregate
analysis continues to elude the tracing community [25].
Data processing system A key challenge for developing aggregate visualizations is designing an efficient
backend system to support filtering and aggregating trace

Background & Motivation

We briefly review the background on distributed tracing
and describe three challenges to building trace analysis
tools for performance debugging.
Trace Structure A trace is a Directed Acyclic Graph
(DAG) of spans. A span can be thought of as a particular task that a system performs to execute a request. The
granularity of the task is user-defined and controlled. A
span can represent many things, including a single function
execution, a single thread execution, or a single operating
system process comprised of multiple threads. Within a
span, developers can also add events, which are typically
unstructured log messages. Span annotations and events are
developer-defined and are connected together with edges,
representing happened-before relationships [16]. Edges
between spans typically represent network communication
(e.g., the send and receive of RPCs). Each span records its
timing and duration, as well as arbitrary key-value annotations provided by a developer: such as logging a span’s
arguments. Each individual trace can be very large, comprising thousands of spans and events [8, 13, 17], and production systems capture traces for millions of requests per
day [13].
Most distributed tracing frameworks represent traces using spans [7, 12, 24], but some frameworks are based only
on events [10]. For event-based frameworks, it is straightforward to group events together into spans (e.g. events in
the same thread). We use the term task to refer to both of
these concepts. In span-based tracing frameworks a task
corresponds to a span and in event-based tracing frameworks a task corresponds to a collection of events.
Gantt chart Visualization The Gantt chart is the
most popular way to represent a trace. A Gantt chart provides a concise view of all the tasks in a trace, and their
respective latencies. Figure 1 shows a Gantt chart screen2

data across multiple dimensions. In particular, it is computationally expensive to filter or group traces based on
properties of their graph structure (e.g. filtering traces that
contain a specific sequence of tasks). Canopy [13] feature
extraction is a post-processing step before storing traces.
Canopy supports database queries over these features, but
its statistical analysis workflow does not incorporate trace
structure. The authors acknowledge that inspecting the
structure of traces is a separate workflow handled by a
different tool and visualization.
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tifying queueing delay. TraVista generalizes this approach
by using temporal data to identify other types of resource
contention. Currently, TraVista uses the number of requests
being handled by a process executing a task to approximate
the contention during the execution of that task.
Structural Aggregation Traces are rich sources of
structural information about how different services communicate with each other. Structural differences between
traces can be very useful in helping users identify the root
cause of an anomaly, e.g. occurrence of unlikely sequences
of events or edges in a trace can highlight and explain abnormalities in a trace. TraVista uses structural aggregation
for both edges and events. To show anomalous events in
tasks, it currently shows the frequency of each event occurring in tasks of that type, and emphasizes events that occur
with low frequency. TraVista uses structural information
to display the frequency that a task invokes its child tasks,
and emphasizes edges that occur with low frequency.

TraVista Goals and Design

Our goal with TraVista is to help developers working on
distributed systems to diagnose performance issues in
traces. A key intuition behind TraVista is to extend existing single-trace visualizations; in particular, the Gantt
chart visualization. Doing this helps address all three challenges listed in Section 2.1. First, a Gantt chart is a wellestablished visualization that is a familiar starting point
for existing distributed tracing users. Second, this narrows
the scope of data to be presented, to only the data that is
relevant to the selected trace. This makes it easier for us to
aggregate relevant features in the dataset to compare the
selected trace to other traces in the system, and easier to
design an efficient backend, since it only needs to support
specific kinds of queries.

3.1
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TraVista Interface

TraVista comprises of a frontend NodeJS application for
visualizing traces and a backend server for storing and
querying trace data. To guide users towards potential root
causes, TraVista makes use of three visualization principles: eyes beat memory, the popout phenomenon, and detail
on demand [21]. We describe these principles inline with
our TraVista description below. For clarity, we describe
TraVista’s visualization within the context of diagnosing a
high latency trace from an open source X-trace dataset [1]
consisting of traces from the DeathStar social network microservice benchmark [11].
Example Figure 2 shows an annotated screenshot of
TraVista’s trace visualization. The trace displayed in Figure 2 is a high-latency “ComposePost” request. The root
cause of this request’s high latency is a delay in the Redis
cache that stores user timelines. We will refer to the circled
numbers in the figure (e.g. 1 ) throughout this section.
Gantt Chart The starting point of TraVista is the Gantt
chart visualization 1 , similar to the visualization shown
in Figure 1. The x-axis represents time, each lane represents a task, and the length of the lane represents the
duration of the task. The Gantt chart gives users an immediate overview of the structure of a trace and the duration
of the different tasks within the trace relative to each other.
TraVista uses the Gantt chart as its starting point because
it is a familiar representation for trace data.
Metric Histograms We augment the Gantt chart with
a list of histograms 2 showing the metric distributions
of the different tasks within the trace. The metric shown
is latency as we are trying to diagnose the source of the
high latency of the trace. Each histogram corresponds to
one task type (e.g. a specific service) and plots its latency
distribution across all traces. Latencies are binned on the xaxis, and y-axis frequencies are plotted in log-scale, since

Aggregation Types

In the context of visualizing a single trace, there are three
kinds of aggregated data that we consider along three different dimensions - tasks, events, and edges. We chose these
dimensions because they provide enough information for
us to understand the structural and temporal layout of the
traces in the dataset, and the underlying metrics, whilst
allowing an efficient visualization and backend to be built.
Metrics
Different systems have different performance metrics to quantify the health of their services.
Common examples include request latency, memory utilization, and throughput, though many systems also define
application-level metrics. Aggregating a metric can mean
calculating a statistical quantity or storing the entire distribution. Performance metrics can also be broken down
using various filters such as a service name, host name,
geographical location, etc. TraVista does metric aggregation for tasks and presents the metric distribution across
all traces for each task in the trace.
Temporal Aggregation At any given point in time
there may be multiple requests being serviced by the system. The information present in a trace is limited to a
single request and does not contain information about concurrently executing requests. The root cause of outliers can
sometimes be concurrent work, e.g. high latency can be
caused by resource contention. Zeno [29] uses a similar
idea for performance debugging but solely focuses on iden3

Figure 2: TraVista’s Gantt chart visualization extended with aggregate data.

smaller values are intuitively more interesting and must be
visually identifiable. As the y-axis is log-scale, any value
away from the peak of the distribution is significantly away
from the median of the distribution and is thus potentially
anomalous. The blue highlighted bar in each histogram
indicates where the current trace’s task falls in the distribution. Histograms are ordered left-to-right in the same order
as the tasks are displayed top-to-bottom in the Gantt chart.
When a user hovers the mouse over a specific histogram
3 , TraVista highlights the corresponding task in the Gantt
chart. In the example, 3 is the “WriteUserTimeline” task,
which has substantially higher latency than normal.
TraVista displays latency histograms for all tasks simultaneously, adopting the principle of eyes beat memory [21, Ch. 6.5]. Using eyes to switch between views that
are simultaneously visible has lower cognitive load on the
user than consulting memory. Reducing cognitive load is
important because human working memory is a limited
resource, and when its limits are reached, the user fails to
absorb the presented information.
Outlier Events Within the Gantt chart 1 , TraVista augments each lane with two additional sources of information.
The first is information about events that occurred during
the task. Figure 3 shows an enlarged view of a lane with
this additional information. TraVista represents events as
vertical lines overlaid 7 on the blue rectangles used to
represent each task. The x-position of an event encodes the
event’s timestamp.
TraVista utilizes the popout phenomenon [21, Ch. 5.5.4]
to aid users in identifying uncommon events by encoding
rare events (i.e., events that do not frequently occur in a
task) with low luminance (black). Events that occur frequently are encoded with high luminance (white). This
enables users to quickly identify tasks that have many out-

lier events. Users can then dive deeper into the specific rare
events. In the highlighted task in Figure 2, two events have
low luminance. Both of these correspond to redis updates.
Resource Contention The second type of information
that TraVista augments the lane in the Gantt chart with
is resource contention. We design a novel visualization
called molehills 8 that allows the user to visualize potential resource contention occurring as a result of other
tasks executing on the same process at the same time. This
data is gathered at a millisecond level granularity and linearly scaled based on the maximum value across the trace,
where it is plotted as a bar chart on top of every span. TraVista highlights periods where contention is higher than a
user-defined percentage threshold 5 in red.
Outlier Edges TraVista augments the Gantt Chart with
edges 6 between spans which represent happened-before
relationships [16]. It utilizes the popout phenomenon [21,
Ch. 5.5.4] , this time utilizing the size channel rather than
the color channel, to aid users in identifying uncommon
edges by encoding uncommon edges with smaller width
and common edges with bigger width. This allows the
users to quickly identify thin edges as the relationships
that are structurally uncommon across the traces.
Detail Since traces can be very detailed, visualizing a
trace can lead to significant complexity. Augmenting a
trace with aggregate information increases this complexity.
By default, contention, events, edges, and the legend 4 are
disabled, and left as selectable checkboxes allowing users
to request detail on demand [21, Ch. 6.7].
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TraVista Backend

Our approach for building the backend for TraVista is to
follow a simple backend design that allows for efficient
querying of aggregated data. Like Canopy [13], when a
4
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Challenges & Future Work

User Study Evaluation With TraVista, broad user adoption is one of our core goals, and we believe that achieving
this requires treating usability and visualization as firstclass concerns. We will collect data about user experiences
of using TraVista with real production systems by running
a user-study with production users of Jaeger.
Trace Size The major drawback of the Gantt Chart visualization is that it does not scale well with the number
of tasks in a trace as it is unable to fix all the tasks on the
screen. “Scrolling” is a commonly used tactic to counter
this problem but it is a bad solution as it prevents the user
from getting the full view of a trace. Moreover, scrolling
does not fit with TraVista’s visualization idioms. To fix
this, we will use detail on demand to first show a compact
picture of the trace on the screen followed by using semantic zooming [21, Ch. 11.5.2] to allow the user to zoom
into different sections of the trace enabled with TraVista’s
visualizations. To help the user decide as to which part to
zoom into, we will show the latency histograms for the top
n tasks whose latency deviates from the median.
Aggregate Analysis of Traces TraVista is use-case
driven, and we followed a ‘path of least resistance’ by
augmenting the Gantt chart visualization. We do not believe TraVista will solve all aggregate analysis use cases,
and we are interested in exploring other aggregate analysis
use cases where this approach will not work. For example, TraVista would not be directly useful for tasks like
clustering or trace comparison.
Backends for Complex Data Since traces are large and
complex graphs, it is infeasible to support real-time queries
of arbitrary structural properties. However, it remains unclear to us whether such queries are actually necessary for
problem diagnosis. In TraVista, our goal is to develop a
specialized backend, that only supports the kinds of queries
needed by the frontend. Since we know ahead of time the
kinds of aggregations we need to do for tasks and events,
the backend can maintain and update those aggregations
with each incoming trace. Eventually, when we need to
support more complex filtering and grouping, this approach
may also not scale. The solution may require a trade-off
between pre-calculated aggregates and on-demand queries.
Our intuition to address this is that our tools do not require
perfect results, and can tolerate a high margin of error.
Our goal is to support human driven diagnosis, and the
ultimate measure of success is not accurate statistics, but
facilitating quicker problem diagnosis. Techniques such as
sub-sampling will be helpful for reducing backend costs.
We believe that TraVista represents a step towards better
tools and visualizations for aggregate trace analysis. TraVista is ongoing work, and in future we will incorporate
arbitrary metrics, filtering, and our zooming solution for
traces with large number of microservices.

Figure 3: Zoomed-in view of a lane in TraVista’s Gantt chart.

Figure 4: Latency breakdown for loading aggregate data.

new trace is received by the TraVista backend, we extract
features and metrics necessary for the visualization. These
features are stored in database tables with appropriate indexes for querying. This approach is sufficient for modest
datasets like the DeathStarBench [11] X-Trace dataset [1].
The dataset consists of 22,286 traces (totaling 147,812
tasks and 2,215,250 events). Pre-processing a trace to extract the relevant features takes around 1ms. Figure 4 plots
the CDF of the backend latency breakdown for loading
different kinds of data - raw trace, event aggregate data,
edge aggregate data, and contention aggregate data for each
trace in the dataset. Backend latency for a trace is primarily
dependent on the latency of loading contention aggregate
data. However, TraVista’s current backend approach will
not scale over time. Figure 5 shows how the latency for
loading the aggregate data increases linearly with the total
number of traces in the database. To perform this experiment, we generated synthetic copies of the X-Trace dataset
and measured the latency breakdown for the biggest trace
in the dataset 1000 times.
Despite the scalability concern with our simple backend, we believe that bounding the types of aggregations
to those relevant to the data in a single trace can greatly
simplify the design of an efficient backend. We believe that
a backend designed to support the performance debugging
visualizations will yield the best results in efficiency and
efficacy for performance debugging in the future.

Figure 5: Average Latency breakdown for loading a single trace
with different number of traces in the database.
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